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Hope
In these busy cities full of people,
In a little corner,
In every little heart,
Lies hope.
Hope of joy,
Hope of relief,
Hope of happiness,
Hope of belief.
Hope is paving its way amidst every heart,
Like the delicious cream in every tart.
Some find it in themselves,
while others in the corners of their shelves.
Some in the deeds of the rulers,
Some in the waves of the sea,
Some in the joy of needy,
Some in the pride of the greedy.
Hope is keeping each of us going,
There are worries deep inside that no one is showing.
STOP
Stop until you realise the buried sorrow
Let us not take it in the beautiful tomorrow.
Drop it like a stone in the river,
Let the devils in all us shiver.
For once and all just breathe it out,
And erase all the suspicious ideas and doubts.
HOPE is winning now, your head in happiness you bow.
As you read ahead and I write it through,
Forget about what others say,
Because what we know is the ultimate truth.
Don’t let anyone drive you their way,
You know where your home is,
that’s where the almighty stay.
Believe in him and keep the hope alive,
Every day is going to be beautiful,
Just remember him and count to five.

-BARBIE DUA
MBA (A)

ABC OF INDIA
Patrakar Popatlal Pandey

Yes. His reaction in this picture looks like an MBA student after he checks his
calendar for due dates. Undoubtedly India’s favorite bachelor after Salman
Bhai, Golden Crow Award winner Patrakar Popatlal has been entertaining us
for more than a decade now (seriously, how is this show still running?). Well,
apparently the TMKOC cast can find a million people to replace the current
characters but cannot find one actress to play Popatlal’s wife. But despite of
the daily whining about his life, Patrakar Popatlal’s thrifty bachelor character
has been something without which the show seems kinda incomplete. And if
you are a die hard TMKOC fan like me, you will realize his importance in the
daily very-unlikely-to-happen shenanigans taking place in the show.

Quick Gun Murugan
If I had dedicated even half the amount of effort spent to find an Indian
character with name starting from Q towards studies, I would be having all
the fancy titles in front of my name. Yet here I am struggling to figure out
the portion for tomorrow’s quiz. Anyway, for those of you who remember
Mr. Murugan from this movie, you guys are OGs. This was the pinnacle of
lame comedy back then (today we have B School students running meme
pages instead). This man dresses up like a superhero every morning to save
the town from the deadly wrath of a monster like villain named “Rice Plate
Reddy”, whose evil agenda apparently is to create the ultimate non-veg
dosa. It’s a tough world out there but thankfully Quick Gun Murugan is
there for us Dosa lovers.

Rosesh Sarabhai

People say you can’t hear pictures. They are definitely wrong in this case. Almost
every kid who grew up in the 2000s know about the iconic legacy that Sarabhai vs
Sarabhai had established on Star Network. Still, if you cannot recall “Momma ka
purse, jaise hospital ki koi pyaari si nurse”, you never experienced the true meaning
of comedy my friend. Awful Poetry, Awful Writing and Awful Acting, this man did
it way before it became cool. Yes, we did feel pity when he used to fail at his
endeavors but his incidents with his father Indravadan Sarabhai (Respect), were
funny enough to compensate for the same. Before you become nostalgic and go
binge watch the entire series again (just like me), I’ll leave some “Beautiful” lines by
this legend below:
“Tumhe samjhe toh mujhe bhi samjhana, kyu hai mera jeevan itna khokla, jaise
koi basi aur sada hua khaman dhokla…” “Sunehra sa rang hai tera, Ankhein jaise
moti,Lash jaise dikhti hai jab Khule ankh se soti”
“Hawa mein hain Victory ki aroma jeet gayi momma, jeet gayi momma
say hi to happiness n tata to trauma jeet gayi momma, jeet gayi momma……..”
- LAKSHYA GUPTA
MBA (QF)

CORPORATE CALLING
ORGANISED BY ENSEMBLE - THE HR CLUB

SIBM Bengaluru has always believed in creating a quantitative difference in every aspect of the learning
process. From CorporateInduction to Live Project experience, every student is exposed to the real world
experience early on.
Ensemble - The HR Club of the college organised a Sunday session with Mr. Kshitij Batra - Regional Head,
HR, HDFC Bank to guide the students on their expectations from the corporate life.
The session commenced with the guest’s introduction and his journey with HDFC Bank. He discussed the
bank’s operations and the factors that help HDFC to stand out. The bank has been recently awarded with
‘Great Place to Work’ certification. Being a youth centric organisation, Mr. Kshitij further explained what the
corporates today expect of the incumbent MBA degree holders. It consists of both functional and
behavioral characteristics of which some are mentioned below:
The Flexibility Factor
During the early stages of our career, he suggests that being open to new opportunities goes a long way.
According to Mr. Kshitij, early years of our career define our interest. Hence, taking up more roles brings
more clarity to an individual.
Agility and Quick Learning
Proficiency in the domain knowledge is vital but agility in its application makes you the ideal candidate for
the company. This is where the aspects of Hard Skills comes into picture. Even if something is not on your
skill set, always be prepared to learn as and when required.
Go-getter Attitude
The only thing that stands between you and excellence is the willingness to be proactive. Mr. Kshitij advised
the students to always go the extra mile and reach new heights. Positive attitude in and around the
workplace motivates people to accept challenges with open arms.
The Right Fit
The session aimed at explaining why a candidate sometimes gets rejected despite having a good resumé.
Mr. Batra wonderfully explained how adapting to the culture of the company and its values is not entirely
related to hard skills but soft skills play a vital role in such scenarios.
The last ten minutes of the session was reserved for QnA. The interaction was an enlightening experience
which gave us a new perspective. All in all, the session acted as a window into the real scenario of corporate
culture. It was a knowledgeable session and every student definitely had something to take away from it.

- SAYPHALI MISSHRA
MBA (B)

SERIES REVIEW - FLEABAG
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Fleabag is a sitcom about a clever, compelling, charismatic and
completely crushed woman grappling with the death of her best
friend, a troublesome family, running her own business and
navigating a tangle of unfulfilled and masochistic relationships.
Phoebe Waller-Bridge (writer and actor) tells the story with the
kind of poignancy that makes the sitcom a marvel. It is mindboggling how a show about grief and guilt can be so damned
funny, and how a story about failed relationships can be so hopeful
and uplifting.

The supporting cast fills out the series wonderfully, with strong acting, razor-sharp wit and
hilarious dialogues bringing to life some of the most complex characters doing questionable
things. Olivia Colman, playing the role of Fleabag’s politely hideous stepmother, gives a
sublime performance, with Bill Patterson as Fleabag’s timid father. Sian Clifford and Martin
Gelford, who play Fleabag’s seemingly more put-together older sister Claire and Claire’s
deadbeat husband respectively, struggle in their failing marriage and continue to project
some serious self-destructive behaviours throughout the seasons. These severely flawed
characters speak to the pain of being profoundly scared of society’s expectations in the wake
of unequivocal failure.
There is extreme heartache that peeks out of the show’s veil of rib-tickling humour. And this
pain is so unassertive that it almost seems forgettable at times. Almost. The exploration of
grief has won plaudits for Fleabag. The simplicity of what makes Fleabag sad, what makes
her “want to cry all the time”, is easily felt by the watchers. Perhaps because we all relate to
the malaise of modern-day living, or maybe we have all experienced the difficulties of
intimacy at some point in life, or it might be just the exhaustion of life itself.
When Fleabag needs to take a breath, she steps out of situations and glances at us (looks
directly into the camera). This sly and secretive tendency to break the fourth wall of her own
story is a defence mechanism she uses to dissociate from her own life. Whenever things get a
little too much to handle, to be able to turn away from what’s right in front of you so you can
have a moment to breathe is something all of us can use. Fleabag’s compulsive habit of
looking at us, the viewers, feels like a form of intimacy.

SERIES REVIEW - FLEABAG
She uses every interaction with other characters as an opportunity to seduce us. Much unlike
the way life feels like a drama and we have to be different characters in different situations,
Fleabag is fully aware that every scene is a performance she’s manipulating for our shared
amusement. She gives us all the awkward, bruising conversations with her family beautifully
packaged into a farce, so she doesn’t have to deal with it herself.
We follow her around for two whole seasons eventually becoming a keeper of her
insecurities and vulnerabilities. Being privy to all this intimate information of someone
else’s life seems borderline illegal. But throughout the series, Fleabag makes it seem like she
needs us to witness her entire existence because according to her, “People are horrible”, yes,
but “people are all we’ve got”.
And in the end, when the story reaches its bittersweet, indelible conclusion, we aren’t left
with a crushing feeling, wishing that Fleabag could go on forever. Rather, it is a simple and
sweet moment of loss. As with all the great loves one encounters in life, this one is worth the
heartache.
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-SANGHAMITHRA DAS
MBA (A)

A PAGE FROM
CAMPUS'
JOURNAL
Dear Diary,
I know I had complained about being busy the last time we met, but believe me, after
that, all I have been thinking is about our time together. You might think, I am being
dramatic, but why shouldn’t I be? Everyone would leave for a week or two and then
come back. But this time, weeks passed, months went by and yet there was no one.
For a second, I thought it was a bad dream, but to my disappointment, it was real,
something that had never happened before. I have always hated goodbyes and every
year I had to say it to one batch but the thought that my goodbyes would be left
incomplete this time, sent shivers down my spine. I was muddled in these thoughts
when I suddenly I heard a familiar voice – ‘Pojjappa se maggi le lete hai’.
For a moment, I was taken aback by sheer familiarity and simplicity of the moment.
Yes, the doors were open again but it was so overwhelming and significant this time.
The hostel entrance was yet again lighted with the jitters, conversations and budding
friendships. Laughter and insults were being hurled all-round the amphitheatre. The
useless trips between hostel and cafeteria which used to annoy me before, have
become the routine that I adore the most. But I notice something different this time.
People are so much more into their phones and laptops, a weird change that I need to
accustom myself to. Honestly, I am a little jealous, but never mind, the joy of having
them with me outweighs their quirks.
And you know what, I finally got to welcome the new batch too. Their excitement about
me makes me feel extra special. Although how much time they spend with me is
under scrutiny, I still am falling for their feelings about me. Their excitement to visit
sports area and cafeteria all day long brings back my memories of every year. The
ever-lasting dilemma between Symbi Eat and mess food is never going to end, neither
will the Symbeat joke (something about the club and the food joint that always cracks
these people up).
Well, I hope this saga of my changing relationships with these happy faces never
change. After all, if those lonely moments gave me something, it has to be the
appreciation for the life that these curious souls bring to me and the environment
around. Talk to you soon.
Always grateful
Symbiosis Bengaluru
- BARBIE DUA
MBA (A)

-KUSHAGRA SHUKLA
MBA (D)

AN INSPIRING STORYBOARD
BY THE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY COMMITTEE
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P. PRUDVI TEJA

Dear Netflix,
We spend more time searching than actually watching.
Dear Cadbury
You don't think I realise your chocolates are getting smaller
day by day?

VISISHTA YJ

Dear Lay’s,
Do you make chips or nitrogen gas?
Dear Zara,
Stop making me feel insecure about my beautiful body, no
matter it's size!

CHANDRANEELA
ANNE

SAYPHALI
MISSHRA

Dear Facebook,
You don't think that we know but we know you know :)

Dear Starbucks,
Even stars think twice before buying it.

SANGHAMITRA
DAS

LAKSHYA
GUPTA

BARBIE
DUA

Dear Amazon,
Stop stalking me around the internet.

Dear Apple,
Give me a charger or give me my money back.
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